Model Question Paper 2021-22
Class XII
Tailoring
Time 3h15min

MM 70

Note –First 15 minutes are allotted for the candidates to read the question
paper
Instructions –
1- All questions are compulsory.
2- Mark allotted to each question are given against it.
3- Illustrate your answers with suitable diagrams wherever necessary.
4- Use cottage paper for sketching.
Multiple Choice Type Question
A- Which type of measurement is taken with an inchtape?

1

a- straight length
c- round in straight length (round
length)
B- The function of feed dog is-

b- round
d- all of these
1

a- cutting clothes
c- moving a clothes
C- What is seams?

b- stitching
d- none of these

a- Hand stiching
b- machine sewing
c- Hand and machine sewing
d- all of these
D- Cotton clothes should be shrank before cutting-

1

1

a- No
b- Never
c- Yes
d-None of these
E- Which pattern paper is good and strong?
a- Tracing paper
b- Bamboo paper
c- Butter paper
d- None of these
2- Very Short Answer Type Question
A- What is a scale in body measurement?

2

B- When do we use pecking scissors?
C- What is trimming scissors?
D- Why do we use bodkin in art of tailoring?
E- Write the name of two main parts of a sewing machine.

2
2
2
2

3- A- Name two types of patterns.

2

B- How many types of needles are there?

2

C- Write the name of the thread that is equal in thickness and strong.

2

D- How many types of threads are there?

2

E- Why is it necessary to have thread according to a needle?

2

4- Short Answer Type Question
A- How many types of press (iron) are there? Write the demerits of any one
type of press.
2+4
B- How many types of stitches are there? Write the name of any two stitches
2+4
C- Write the method of making French stitch.
4
5- A- With which number of needle do we sew fine clothes in a machine and
why?
2+2
B- How many types of joints are there in a human body?

4

C- Write the characteristics of any one joint of human body.

4

(Long Answer Type Question)
6- Briefly write the history of sewing machine.
7- Briefly explain the method of making and using patterns.

7
3 +3

8- Draw the sketch of a “closed neck coat” according to the given
measurements.
7
a- Length 28 inch

b- N.W 16.5 inch

c- Chest 36 inch

d- Sleeve 23 inch

e- Waist 32 inch

f- Scale 18 inch

f- Half cross back 7 inch

g- Neck 16 inch
or

Draw an outline of a “frock” according to the given measurements. 7
123456-

full length
Breast
Waist
length of body
shoulder
sleeve length

22 inch 56 cm
24 inch 61 cm
20 inch 51 cm
10 inch 25 cm
12 inch 30 cm
6.5 inch 16 cm

